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On  8 October 2014, Alessandra Bonomo Gallery opens the exhibition of Clare Rojas and 
Barry McGee. 

 
 
 
In this exhibition Barry McGee and Clare Rojas combine their different styles into one project 
exclusively thought out for the gallery’s space that includes oil on paper, oil on canvas, drawings, 
photographs and objects. 
 
Clare Rojas, known as singer and musician with the name Peggy Honeywell, works and shows 
internationally since the ’90s. She has been recognized for her paintings, installations and 
performances that explore private narratives, gender roles and geometric abstractions.  
 
In her installations and paintings she alternates figurative representations (inspired by Eastern 
European fables, Amish and Native American culture) with geometrical forms. Rojas’s emphasis on 
geometrical representations is distant from that of reductive forebears as the patterns presented in 
her paintings and installations interact and complement the visual storytelling of her figurative 
representations.  
 
In this exhibition Rojas intertwines figures and shapes, to explore the gallery’s architectural space 
while contemporaneously presenting a geometric narrative dense with autobiographical references.  
 
 
Barry McGee, at his second show in this space, is one of the most influential artists of the Bay 
Area. Also known as Twist and Ray Fong, from the mid-80’s he has had a profound influence on 
younger artists, breaking the confines with art schools, galleries and museums by utilising the city 
as a space for art and activism.  
 
In his work McGee incorporates a multiplicity of influences that include graffiti art, American folk 
and Op Art. McGee draws inspiration from the creative energy of misfits, from the apparent 
randomness of graffiti and the endless uploading of images on the web.   
 
McGee’s work is compelling for its immediacy and incisiveness. His geometric and serial images 
represent characters that often alternate with abstract panels, photographs and writings that extend 
on walls and objects. 
 
 
The exhibition can be visited until 2015. 
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Clare Rojas born in Columbus (OH), studied at  MFA, School of the Art Istitute of Chicago. Lives 
and works in San Francisco. His works are in the collections of major American museums: Whitney 
Museum of American Art, New York; Denver Art Museum, Denver; American Museum of the 
Moving Image, New York. 
 
Barry McGee born in San Francisco (CA), where he lives and works. He studied at San Francisco 
Art Istitute. Among the most important exhibitions: Barry McGee solo exhibition at Watari – um 
Museum inTokyo, Japan, 2007; Barry McGee solo exhibition at BALTIC Centre in UK, 2008; 
Barry McGee Retrospective at Berkeley Art Museum, 2012. His works are in the collections of 
major American museums: Museum of Modern Art, New York; San Francisco Museum of Modern 
Art; Fondazione Prada, Venice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


